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Permablend Pigments - Lips Breakdown

is is a natural brown-based 
nude pink, slightly darker 
than Mauve, with a warm
spicy, earthy undertone.

Pillow Talk
is a cool deep pink/red. 
Deeper than date night with
more earth-tones. Fabulous 
when creating ombre lip
e ects.

Passion Red
is a gorgeous orange-based 
red. Delivers sultry, passionate, 
sexy, irresistibly red results.

Blushed
is a gorgeous warm, natural soft
shade.  Slightly coral, it is 
peachy with a touch of pink.  
Blushed delivers a perfect nude 
blush lip. Pretty, soft, and pouty. 

Date Night
is a sexy, bright berry-wine 
shade with cool-ish undertones.  
Stunning for Fitz 5 and 6
clients.. Daring results for 
lighter Fitz-tone clients.

Scandal
is a cool-tone hot pink with 
raspberry undertones that 
delivers pretty rosepetal colours.  
Alluring and exotic, Scandal 

sassy and a touch spicey.

Sweet Melissa
delivers a natural looking healed
result that is incredibly popular.
Sweet Melissa has a slightly 
warm undertone.

French Fancy
is a fabulous cool mauve 
colour - slightly lighter than
Mauve.  The ultimate choice for
a Chocolate Pink choice!

Bazooka
is a cool toned, playful, cheeky, 
baby-doll pink. It is one of those 
fab pinks that accentuates fresh, 
rosy faces,

Orange Crush

with just a hint of red.  Use 
similar to Squash excellent to 
mitigate bluish or purple-toned 
lips .

Squash

for lips with a natural bluish 
undertone, or due to previous 
treatment colour healing too cool.  
Squash is yellowy-orange tone.  
Add it to any of the cooler lip 

Royal Red
is a beautiful vibrant red with a 
hint of blue. You may wish to add 
a splash of any warm peachy or
orange since all lips are inherently 
blue-ish to start.

Mauve
is a gorgeous warm mid-range
natural nude-pink which is a 
shade darker than Seet Melissa.
It is a gorgeous colour that is
stunning on Fitz 1 to 3 clients.  
Natural & fresh, not overpowering.

Tres Pink
has a soft cool undertone,
a muted chocolate pink
with ultra-natural looking
healed results.


